Preparing and Quoting References using the Harvard System

1. About referencing
Good referencing is an essential part of academic scholarship. It has three functions:

i. To acknowledge an intellectual debt to another author where you have drawn on ideas, words, facts, claims or other material from his or her work, either explicitly or implicitly;
ii. To support specific facts or claims which you make in your text;
iii. To enable the reader to find sources to which you have referred easily and quickly.

If you acknowledge your sources correctly, you will avoid plagiarism. University guidelines can be found at: https://intranet.birmingham.ac.uk/as/studentservices/conduct/misconduct/plagiarism/index.aspx

2. About the Harvard System
A version of The Harvard System of referencing and bibliography has been adopted as the standard for the presentation of academic text at the University of Birmingham. It should be used in all your work unless your School or Department has instructed you otherwise.

Citations are used within the text whenever sources are referred to or directly quoted. A reference list, including all sources consulted, is provided at the end of the document.

3. Citing references within the text
3.1 Referencing ideas
Where the author’s family name falls naturally within the text, put the date of the publication in brackets after the family name.

Bloggs (1990) demonstrated the importance of suspended sediment in determining the pollution profile of rivers. However, Smith and Jones (1992) claim that additional factors, such as channel hydraulics, have been shown to be equally influential.

If the author’s name does not occur naturally then the reference should be included in the sentence and brackets should be placed around the author’s family name and date, e.g. (Smith and Jones, 1992). If you have multiple references, separate them with semi-colons and order them either alphabetically or chronologically:

These ideas have been pursued by other American scientists (Graf, 1994; Outcalt, 1996; Wolman and Brown, 1999).

When citing three or more authors use the first author’s family name followed by “et al.” or “and others” e.g. (Meakin et al., 1991).
Where reference is being made to a specific part of a work, a page reference should be given, e.g. (Gregory, 1990, p.26). This applies particularly where you are making reference to a particular figure, diagram or table within a work.

3.2 Primary and secondary sources (referring to a source quoted in another work)
You may wish to refer to an author’s idea, model or dataset but have not been able to read the actual chapter containing the information, but only another author’s discussion or report of it. Similarly you may refer to a primary source, e.g. an author’s letters or diary, or a government report, that you have only ‘read’ as cited or reproduced within another author’s text. In both cases you should acknowledge the use of a secondary source using the following format:


In this example ideally you should list both the Parry and Carter (2003) and Mitchell sources in your reference list but many schools will accept the listing of the secondary source (i.e. Parry and Carter) only.

3.3 Quoting words from published material
When quoting words from published material, the quoted text must be enclosed in quotation marks. For example:

Harvey (1992, p.226), however, now questions the validity of quantitative geography, stating: ‘…the so-called quantitative revolution has blinded many researchers to the truths they are supposedly seeking’

Lengthy quotations are indented and separated:

Harvey (1992, p.226), however, now questions the validity of quantitative geography, stating:

‘…the so-called quantitative revolution has blinded many researchers to the truths they are supposedly seeking: results are scorned if they are not liberally sprinkled with equations and formulae. The growing popularity of qualitative methods, however, is thankfully reversing this trend’.

Here, the use of three full stops (ellipsis) is used to indicate missing text.

3.4 Citing authors of book chapters
If the book in which the chapter appears is edited by a different author, you still need to cite the author of the *chapter*, e.g. (Lake, 1991). (See section 4.3.3).

3.5 Citing anonymous works
When citing works with no identifiable author, cite the title of the work, e.g. (Dod’s parliamentary companion, 1992). (See section 4.3.4).

3.6 Citing works of Corporate Authorship and Official Publications
In situations where works have no named personal author use the issuing organisation as if it were the author, e.g. (Swedish Trade Council, 1991). (See section 4.3.5).
3.7 Prolific authors

If you wish to cite an author who has published more than one item in the same year, use lower case letter to distinguish between them. E.g., Smith (1990a) is the first piece of Smith’s work referred to, Smith (1990b) the second and so on. The letters should also be included in the reference list.

4. The Reference List

A complete reference list or bibliography should be included at the end of any written work. A reference list includes all cited items only; whilst a bibliography includes all cited items and any other works consulted but not cited in your text. In either case, all cited sources must be included. Items are listed alphabetically by author’s family name, year (and letter if necessary). The name that is given in the reference list must be the same as the name used in the text. For each work listed, certain elements should be present:

4.1 Books

1. Name(s) of author(s)/editor(s) and initials
2. Year of publication (in brackets); if no year put n.d. in brackets (n.d.)
3. Title of book **embodyed**
4. Edition, if not the first
5. Number of volumes, if more than one
6. Place of publication
7. Name of publisher


The date should be the original date of publication of the edition being cited, not the publication date of the first edition or the date of the most recent reprinting. Other elements may be appropriate, such as the sub-title of a book, or a volume number and series title if the book is issued as part of a series. Conceivably (in a full bibliography, for example), the international standard book number (ISBN) might also be included.

4.2 Periodical (i.e. journal) articles

1. Names(s) of author(s)
2. (Date)
3. Title of article
4. Title of periodical **embodyed**
5. Volume number
6. Part number (if used by the journal) in brackets
7. Page numbers in full


4.3 Particular types of references

4.3.1 Works of personal authorship

Personal authorship is where the work is authored either by a single individual or two or more authors in collaboration. The first author’s name is always presented in inverse order with surname preceding forenames or initials. Subsequent names are also inverted.
a. Works by a single personal author
These require the essential elements for works given above:


b. Works by two personal authors
In a joint-authored work list both of the authors:


c. Works by three personal authors
In a work by three authors list all the authors:


d. Works by more than three authors
The abbreviation “et al” or “and others” can be used. For example, in a work authored by six authors the first three should be named followed by et al:


* Where author names are particularly long and make referencing unwieldy it is acceptable to use only the first author name followed by ‘et al’.

4.3.2 Works produced under editorial direction
These are items produced under the general editorial control of one or more editors. Individual chapters, however, may each be written by different authors. The abbreviation (ed.) or (eds.) is used to denote an edited collection:


4.3.3 Parts of books
If you wish to refer to a chapter in a book or a particular part of a publication, construction of the reference will depend on whether or not the author of the chapter or part is also responsible for the whole book.

a. Author of the chapter is also the editor of the book


b. Author of the chapter is not the editor of the book

1. Name(s) of author(s)
2. Year of publication (in brackets)
3. Title of chapter (in speech marks) *In*
4. Author or editor of book
5. Title of book *emboldened*
6. Edition, if not the first
7. Number of volumes, if multi-volumed work/series
8. Place of publication
9. Name of publisher
10. Page numbers

Here it is clear that the chapter by Lake in an edited collection by Fry has been drawn upon specifically, rather than the book as a whole.

4.3.4 Anonymous and pseudonymous works

Truly anonymous works have no identifiable or ascertainable author. These should be listed by title first.


In the alphabetical list of references, file such items by the first significant word of the title, omitting definite and indefinite articles (such as 'the').

Where the author is ascertainable, but not given in the item, the real name can be given in parentheses:

(Horsley, S.) (1796) On the prosodies of the Greek and Latin languages.

Pseudonymous works should be listed under the pseudonym if that is how the author is primarily known. However, the real name may be supplied in square brackets after the pseudonym for less well-known pseudonymous authors:


4.3.5 Works of corporate (organisational) authorship

These items have no named personal author, but are issued by a professional body, society, government department or other similar corporate body. In such cases the organisation is named as if it were the author:


Where a list of references includes items published by government departments of more than one country it is advisable to enter the name of the country of origin before the name of the department. This collects such items and makes location and identification of them simpler:


4.3.6 Multi-volume works

For multi-volume works always enter the number of volumes after the general title:

Where an individual volume within a multi-volume work is your main source enter the volume number and individual volume title after the general title:


4.3.7 Unpublished works
Research may involve consulting materials which have not been published. Use the word “unpublished” only if appropriate. In many cases it is unnecessary. For an unpublished thesis or dissertation use the style:


For material which is soon to be published, but is ‘in press’ at the time of your writing give as much detail as you can:


Personal conversations, letters or interviews etc are often cited only in the text. If entered in the references use the style:


Fuller information can be given if available:


You may also wish to indicate the status of Smith if that is relevant, e.g. Chief Executive of a major manufacturing company.

4.3.8 Reports
When referencing a report the main elements are listed below. For market research reports see 4.3.12 (g)

1. Author(s) of report – (person or organisation)
2. Year of publication (in brackets)
3. Title of report (in bold)
4. Report number (if available)
5. If electronic type of medium in square brackets e.g. [online]
6. Place of publication
7. Publisher
8. If electronic Available from: URL
9. If electronic, accessed date in square brackets

4.3.9 Conference proceedings
When referencing conference proceedings, there are two possibilities.

The sponsoring organisation may be treated as an author:

Or the conference may be entered under its title:

Paper from a conference


4.3.10 Newspaper Articles
Print newspaper articles:
1. Name(s) of author(s)
2. Year of publication (in brackets)
3. Title of article
4. Full title of newspaper **emboldened**
5. Day and Month
6. Page number(s) in full


For electronic newspaper articles please go to “Referencing electronic sources” section.

4.3.11 Videos, films or broadcasts

1. Title
2. Year (for films, the preferred date is the year of release in the country of production)
3. Format of the material
4. Director if ascertainable
5. Production details (place and organisation).


Programmes and series

Number and title of an episode should be given, series title and transmitting organisation and channel and date and time of transmission.

Contributions
Items within a programme should be cited as contributors.


4.3.12 Referencing electronic sources
Electronic sources of information are becoming increasingly important in academic work, but as yet a fixed standard for referencing these does not exist. A good guideline is to emulate the style for printed material as far as possible and to include as much information as possible.

a. Webpages
In citing an electronic work such as a webpage, elements include author’s/editor’s surname and initials, year of publication, title, the word online in square brackets, edition details, place of publication, publisher (if ascertainable). The web address and the date the page was accessed should also be included:


b. e-Books
When referencing an e-book accessed through an e-book service provided by Library Services i.e. MyiLibrary or ebrary, include the following details:

1. Author(s)/editor(s) surname and initials
2. For edited books (ed.) or (eds.)
3. Year of publication (in brackets)
4. Title of book (in bold)
5. Edition (if not the first)
6. Medium e.g. [online] in square brackets
7. Place of publication, if known
8. Publisher
10. URL of service
11. Date accessed – in square brackets


For an e-book which has not been accessed via an e-book service include all of the above details but leave out name of e-book service and list the web address or URL for the e-book and include date accessed in square brackets.

c. e-Books accessed via an e-book reader
When citing an e-book accessed via an e-book reader include author and date as you would a print book e.g. (Smith, 2010) or Smith (2010) has argued ...
E-books often lack page numbers (though PDF versions may have them). If page numbers are not available on the e-book reader, use the chapters and paragraph for showing the location of a quoted section.

**Example:**
Harvey (1992, chapter 1, para. 3), however, now questions the validity of quantitative geography, stating ‘...the so-called quantitative revolution has blinded many researchers to the truths they are supposedly seeking’

When referencing an e-book accessed via an e-book reader, include the following details:
1. Author(s)/editor(s) surname and initials
2. For edited books (ed.) or (eds.)
3. Year of publication – date of kindle edition (in brackets)
4. **Title of book** (in bold)
5. The type of e-book reader you have e.g. [Kindle DX Version] in square brackets
6. The book’s DOI (digital object identifier) or where you downloaded the e-book from (if there is no DOI)
7. Date accessed – in square brackets

**Example:**

OR

d. **E-journals**
If you are referencing an electronic version of a journal article which also exists in print, reference the article as you would if it were the print version, using the page numbers taken from the on-screen article (see section 4.2). A reference to an article from an ‘electronic only’ journal should include author’s/editor’s surname and initials, year, title, journal title (followed by [online]) and volume and issue details.


If the document does not include pagination or an equivalent internal referencing system, the extent of the item may be indicated in terms such as the total number of lines, screens, etc., e.g. "[35 lines]" or "[approx. 12 screens]."

e. **Electronic newspaper articles:**
For an online version of a newspaper article, you should also include information on how you accessed the article. If you have accessed the article through a database then provide these details in place of the URL.

1. Name(s) of author(s)
2. Year of publication (in brackets)
3. Title of article
4. Full title of newspaper **emboldened**
5. Type of medium in square brackets
6. Day and Month
7. Available from: URL (or database details)
8. Accessed date in square brackets


f. Referencing from a financial database
When referencing from a database the referencing elements are:
1. Corporate Author
2. Year of publication (in brackets)
3. Title of dataset or report
4. code if appropriate
5. Name of database *emboldened*
6. Type of medium [in square brackets]
7. Available from: URL
8. Accessed date [in square brackets]


g. Referencing market research reports


h. Personal electronic communication (e-mail) When referencing personal e-mail messages, give the sender as the author followed by their email address, identify the full date and use the subject line as the title of the work. Identify the recipient of the message and their email address.

Smith, J. (j.smith@bham.ac.uk), (4 April 2005). Re: How to format bibliographies. e-mail to T. Jones (t.jones@bham.ac.uk).

i. CD-ROMs and DVDs
For CDs and DVDs which are works in their own right (and not bibliographic databases), list the author’s family name and initials, year, title, medium (CD or DVD), place of publication (if known) and the publisher.

If submitting a manuscript for publication, formatting conventions may be stipulated by the publisher or in the instructions to authors for a particular periodical. You should consult and study these ‘instructions for authors’ if you are considering submission. These normally appear inside the front or back covers of single periodical issues. The most important principle regarding formatting is consistency – adopt the same practices throughout.

In selecting information for each part of the reference quote from the title page and other preliminaries of the book or article. Generally capitalisation and punctuation can be changed (as long as you are consistent) but the author’s original spelling on the title page should be observed.

5. Good Practice

Noting your references as you work is imperative if you are to use your time efficiently. As you make notes or photocopy material note the full reference details. This will prevent you from relying on memory or having to find your source again when you come to write your bibliography/reference list.

Acknowledging your sources correctly is time-consuming but essential, so leave plenty of time for this important activity.

6. Reference Management Software

Packages such as EndNote, and RefWorks (web-based) allow you to create a ‘database’ of references and then output them in a consistent style, such as Harvard (please ensure that you check the style you use to format your references before submission). They also integrate with word processing software so that you can ‘cite as you write’. Endnote can be found on a variety of school and student cluster computers. More information can be found at [http://intranet.birmingham.ac.uk/icite](http://intranet.birmingham.ac.uk/icite) RefWorks is available via FindIt@Bham [http://findit.bham.ac.uk](http://findit.bham.ac.uk)

7. Further Reading

No guide can hope to instruct you in every conceivable possibility when referencing your sources. By applying these guidelines and by using your own judgement (bearing in mind the need to give enough information for interested readers to locate an item) you should be able to construct a proper reference for any item which you have consulted.

The following works provide detailed recommendations for using the Harvard system of referencing.


*British Standards Institution. (1990) *Recommendations for citing and referencing published material.* London: BSI (BS 5605)*

*British Standards are available online. Go to Findit@Bham, sign in with your University username and password and search for British standards online.
